Econ 448a. Employment and Public Policy

Day / time: TTh 1:00 - 2:15pm  
Course Type: Undergraduate  
Course term: Fall  
Year: 2017  
Instructor(s): James Thomas

This is a one semester course in labor economics for undergraduate students. We will start with an overview of the labor market demonstrating how demand for labor and supply of labor together determine employment and wages. Following this, we will delve deeper into what determines labor demand by analyzing profit maximizing behavior of individual firms under various market conditions. Next we will further explore what determines supply of labor by analyzing how preferences for consumption, leisure, and occupation characteristics determine individuals’ willingness to work. Finally, we will briefly analyze special topics in labor economics including immigration, wage differentials by race and gender, and unemployment.

Prerequisites: Intermediate Micro (Econ 121 or 125) and Econometrics (Econ 131 or 135).

Semester offered: Fall  
Undergrad Course Category: Labor  
Public  
Course Description: Course Description
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